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Abstract: Service design literature has considered how specific design elements such as color, lighting, scripting, and staging influence customer's perception, which in turn, drive future repurchase or recommendation behavior. Similar to how a choreographer or a composer is interested in how a future audience will respond to parts of a performance, a service designer carefully considers how their customers might perceive different service segments. One such design element considered is the temporal placement of events or service segments. Past research has shown that when customers are asked to evaluate the entire service bundle, certain characteristics of sequence of activities are more heavily weighted (e.g. highest or peak points; the end state, and the general trend). Customer evaluations are also influenced by the expectations prior to the service experience. Customers typically provide a positive evaluation if the actual experience exceeds expectations. At the same time, research has shown that anticipation of a future positive event also heightens the real-time perception of the event. In summary, the theories of exceeding-expectations and high-anticipation seem to contradict one another.

In this paper, we experimentally compare these two competing service design strategies in the context of time-elapsing, multi-segment services. Specifically, we ask whether the promotion of a peak segment should be withheld in order to elicit surprise by exceeding expectations, or if the promotion of the peak segment should be promoted in order to elicit anticipation. In addition, we explore the impact of peak sequencing across these two conditions, namely a surprise versus an anticipation design strategy. We created and validated an online experiment that allows us to draw causal claims about the interaction between the temporal placement and pre-conceived expectations of peak segments.
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